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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the search to understand the nature of matter in the solid state 
one of the primary sources of information has been the study of the 
interaction of matter with light. Through the 1950s and early 1960s 
attention was focused on determining transition energies and strengths 
by absorptance and reflectance techniques, the objective being to relate 
these measurements to the one-electron band models the theory of which 
was undergoing simultaneous development. For the fundamental absorption 
edge, these techniques were satisfactory, in that the energy of the 
transition could be determined experimentally with comparative accuracy 
and theoretical interpretation was straightforward. For higher-energy 
transitions, however, the case was not so simple. Experimentally, the 
accurate determination of a particular transition energy was complicated 
by the fact that individual critical point transitions often resulted 
in only slight changes in the slope of the spectrum which could easily 
be lost in the background. In addition to the experimental problem of 
accurately determining the energy there is the further problem of 
relating it to the theoretical band structure. The procedure involves 
integrations and extrapolations which further degrade the amount of 
obtainable information. 
The first demonstration of the electroreflectance technique in 1965 
(1) resulted in a considerable simplification of the problem. Experi­
mentally, the background was eliminated while the lineshapes were 
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sharpened. Energy resolution increased over an order of magnitude. 
Relating the experimental data to theory was also simplified due to the 
fact that the electroreflectance response is observed only at critical 
points. In addition, for certain experimental situations the electro-
reflectance spectrum is proportional to the third derivative of the 
dielectric function. 
One drawback of many of the electroref1ectance techniques (including 
Schottky barrier electroref1ectance) is that a determination of the loca­
tion in t-space of the critical point which contributes to structure in 
the electroref1ectance spectrum is not possible. This problem is over­
come by combining electric field modulation (electroref!ectance) with 
another symmetry-reducing perturbation--static uniaxial stress. The 
stress causes shifts and splittings in the electroreflectance spectra. 
For critical points in high symmetry directions these splittings uniquely 
identify the location of the critical point. The amount of available 
information can be limited, however, by broadening or by the existence 
of several critical points nearly degenerate in energy. 
The technique of combining el ectroreflectance with uniaxial stress 
(sometimes referred to as piezoelectroreflectance) is not limited to the 
identification of the origin in k-space of electroreflectance structure. 
Once a critical point's location is known, the technique can be used to 
obtain values of the deformation potentials of the bands at the critical 
point. Both uses will be demonstrated in this thesis. First, deforma­
tion potentials for the first direct transition in GaP (r critical point) 
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will be obtained. Second, the Eg electroreflectance structure of GaAs 
will be investigated in an attempt to determine its origin in t-space. 
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II. THEORY 
A. Optical Properties and the Dielectric Function 
The study of the optical properties of matter begins with Maxwell's 
equations. These equations describe the effects of electromagnetic 
fields on matter. Although optical processes occur on a microscopic 
scale, the experimental detection of the processes is necessarily a 
macroscopic phenomenon. For this reason the macroscopic form of Maxwell's 
equations will be used in this discussion. They are: 
V « Û = 4TTP 
V • t = 0 
where 
5 = ? + 4Tr? 
and 
î\ = t -
By invoking causality (a displacement vector cannot exist before a 
field is applied) one is able to relate Û and t by a linear response 
function for small t. Working in the momentum-frequency domain this 
relation is 
Dj(q,w) = Ejj(q,w)Ej(q,w) 
The response function, e, is called the dielectric function. It 
contains all the quantum-mechanical information about the interaction of 
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a substance with an electromagnetic field. The study of optical proper­
ties thus becomes the study of e. The dependence of e on q is generally 
weak in optical processes since the wavelength of light, x (where 
Iql =2tT/\) is usually large compared to the atomic dimensions which enter 
into the microscopic processes described by e. Therefore, e can be 
expanded in a power series of qj^, the components of q: 
E,j(q,«.) = Ejj(w) + + ... 
where summation over repeated indices is assumed. 
For crystals with a center of inversion and for zincblende crystals 
the odd-rank tensors are zero. For cubic crystals the first term is 
reduced to a scalar which is commonly separated into a real and 
imaginary part: 
g = + isg 
Causality imposes a relationship between and Eg, which in the 
absence of magnetic fields is (2): 
E J ( U ) )  -  1  =  ^  P  
w'G«(w) 
"2 J O W - 01 
^ P 
» e^(w') 
~2 ;2 ' 
' 0 0) - w 
where P denotes principal value. These equations are called Kramers-
Kronig relations. 
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A quantum mechanical treatment of the interaction of light with 
matter, combined with certain simplifying assumptions, allows an explicit 
form of Eg to be obtained. This form can then be related to experi­
mental ly observable quantities--in particular the reflectance, R, and 
the  modu la ted  re f l ec tance ,  A R .  
In the band model of solids an electron in the valence band is 
excited vertically (no change in wave-vector) to the conduction band in 
an optical process. The light is characterized by a vector potential, 
given by 
where t and Â are related by 
t(7.t) = - i î 
and e is the unit polarization vector. 
To first order the perturbing Hamiltonian is given by 
= I "*• Pj'^(^j)] 
where j denotes the electron. 
Fermi's Golden Rule then gives the transition probability between 
a valence and conduction band as 
-W- (1.1) 
where c and v apply to the conduction and valence bands, respectively, and 
k and k' are Bloch state labels. The transition probability can then be 
related to Cg by 
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where 
W(w) = hw % 
v,c kk' 
is the energy absorption rate and 
|î| = 1 
is the magnitude of the Poynting vector. 
The summation of Eq. 1.1 over it, results in the selection rule 
t - k' + q = 0 due to lattice periodicity. As discussed previously, the 
radiation wavevector, q, can be ignored resulting in the selection rule 
k = ]<', and the expression for Eg becomes 
E2((^) ~ ^ 
0 m 
l<c|e • p|v>|2 ^ 6(E^ - - 'tTw)d^k (1.2) 
w 
Eg can be related to R, the reflectivity, in the following manner; 
~ ~ * ~ i 0 R = r r , where r = re 
r 
N + 1 
e = Ej + icg = 
These equations apply to the case of normally incident light* 
A description of c requires a knowledge of both r and 0, although 
generally only one of these is measured in an experiment. However, 
causality imposes a Kramers-Kronig relationship between r and 0, given 
in one form by (2) 
8 
00 
e(4 = ^ p f (k' 
O CO - CO' 
In a typical experiment, one measures R over a finite photon energy 
range. The spectrum is extrapolated for both higher and lower values of 
energy and 0 is obtained from the Kramers-Kronig relationship. 
B. Critical Points 
Equation 1.2 can be put into a particularly useful form if the 
matrix element is taken outside the integral. Such a step is valid only 
if the matrix element is not strongly dependent on energy. This assump­
tion is not always valid, but nevertheless proves enlightening. The 
integral over t-space can then be rewritten as 
'  W IV,(C-  E^)| ( l -3> 
The inner integral is over a constant energy surface. A singularity in 
Eg will occur whenever the denominator in Eq. 1.3 goes to zero, that is, 
whenever a conduction band and valence band are parallel. Such points 
are called Van Hove singularities, or critical points. 
The energy difference in the denominator of Eq. 1.3 can be expanded 
about a critical point in the following manner 
where is the effective mass. 
Critical points are labelled M^, where the subscript n corresponds 
to the number of negative effective masses in the above expansion 
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(n = 0,1,2,3). In addition, critical points are categorized as one-, two-, 
or three-dimensional depending, respectively, on whether two, one or none 
of the effective masses are very large. Each critical point type gives 
rise to a characteristic structure in a spectrum. 
C. Electroref1ectance 
One problem with conventional spectroscopy is that critical point 
structure is often hidden in noise and background. This is especially 
true for three-dimensional critical points which do not result in 
singularities in Eg, but rather in singularities in slope. In modulation 
spectroscopy these drawbacks are overcome by experimentally taking the 
derivative of the spectrum. This is accomplished by modulating some 
parameter of the system and synchronously detecting corresponding 
changes in the spectrum. Examples of some parameters which have been 
used in modulation spectroscopy to date are: wavelength modulation (3,4), 
temperature modulation (thermoreflectance) (5,6,7), stress modulation 
(piezoreflectance) (8,9) and electric field modulation (electroref!ec­
tance) (1). If the modulation is external to the sample (e.g., wave­
length modulation) the resulting spectrum corresponds to a derivative of 
the unperturbed spectrum. In the case of internal perturbations, however, 
the analysis is not so simple, although it is often possible to relate 
the resulting spectrum to a derivative of the unperturbed spectrum. 
Under certain conditions, for example, electroref1ectance can be related 
to the third derivative of the dielectric function. 
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The first to deal with the effect of an electric field on the 
optical properties of a crystal were Keldysh (10) and Franz (11). 
Working independently they examined the effects of an electric field on 
the optical structure arising from an Mq critical point, or fundamental 
absorption edge. The general effect of an electric field on optical 
properties is now known as the Franz-Keldysh effect. Numerous papers 
have been published since the pioneering work of Keldysh and Franz, 
extending the theory to include: all critical point types (12,13), 
indirect transitions (14), excitonic effects (15), broadening (16,17,18), 
and different regimes of electric field strength (12), although a com­
plete treatment (effective mass anisotropy plus electron-hole interaction) 
is not yet at hand. 
The effect of an electric field, f, on a crystal is to change the 
unperturbed dielectric function, e, by an amount Ae = e(^) - e(0). This 
effect can be calculated using first order perturbation theory. For a 
uniform field the perturbing Hamiltonian is 
H' = -ef • r 
Electric field modulation is distinct from other modulation tech­
niques because the perturbing Hamiltonian destroys crystal symmetry along 
the direction of the electric field. Momentum parallel to the field is 
no longer a good quantum number as a consequence of the electron's being 
accelerated along the field direction. Symmetry is preserved perpen­
dicular to the field, however, allowing the eigenfunctions to be expanded 
in terms of the unperturbed Bloch functions in the following manner: 
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(l-t) 
The expansion coefficients, can be found by substituting 
Eq. 1.4 into the Schroedinger equation, 
+ V(f) - ? • r] 
Assuming negligible interband tunnelling (small electric fields) an 
explicit representation for the expansion coefficients can be found. 
-P F IWv.nC'l) - En(ki.k,)]dk,' . 
In the above equation E^(l() are the unperturbed energy eigenvalues. 
The perturbed eigenvalues, ^(kj^) can be obtained from the normaliza­
tion condition 
yielding, 
where is a reciprocal lattice vector parallel to the electric field. 
The imaginary part of the dielectric function can now be found in a 
manner similar to that described in section A. The resulting expression 
in the weak-field approximation is (12) 
^ ^ A le . P(.y(l()|^ 
(27r; m w c,y-> 
X 
-trifi 
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where Ai(x) is the Airy function defined by 
Ai(x) = ^ ds exp(i[ | -  + SX]) 
0 j 
In Eq. 1.5 stands for the momentum matrix element and the energy 
difference between the conduction and valence bands. The quantity'Kfi, 
in Eq. 1.5 is called the characteristic electro-optic energy and is 
defined by 
h^ =41 r 
8Wf 
1/3 
where 
One property of the Airy function is 
1 
E^„(k) --tr<o 
-Kl ) = 5[Eg^(k) --tfco] 
In the limit of the electric field going to zero, then, Eq, 1,5 reduces 
to Eq. 1.1. 
Experimentally, electroref1ectance spectra can be divided into 
three regimes based on the strength of the electric field. Each regime 
can be described in terms of a characteristic energy. Knowledge of the 
regime in which one is operating is important for correct data analysis. 
In the high-field regime the energy drop across a unit cell, efag, 
is comparable to the energy separation, E^^, between the pair of bands 
under consideration. Band structure and selection rules are modified 
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and a series of step-like structures called Stark splittings appear 
in a spectrum taken under high-field conditions. 
The characteristic energy of the intermediate-field regime is the 
electro-optic energy, -flT). The intermediate-field regime can be defined 
as the region where: 
eFa^ « and r £ 
Here r is the broadening energy. This region is described by Eq. 1.5 
and is characterized by a series of oscillations in the spectrum near a 
critical point structure known as subsidiary or Franz-Keldysh 
oscillations. 
The low-field regime is characterized by 
|4in| <_ r/3 (1.6) 
The general expression for the field-induced change in the dielectric 
function for the low field case is given by (19): 
(1.8, 
where life-time broadening has been included and 
=—T2~- ? r d^k ^c(k)Pcv(k)[:^cv(k) ^kl 
167rV(-+tco + ir)"^ Jg2 [E^y(k) - -Mm - ir]^ 
^ijkl the complex fourth-rank quadratic nonlinear optical 
electroref1ectance tensor. The low-field regime is of particular 
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importance experimentally due to the fact that the lineshape is independ-
2 
ent of the magnitude of the electric field and the spectrum scales as F . 
In addition, Aspnes and Rowe (20) have demonstrated that in the low field 
regime the electric field induced change in the dielectric function, Ae, 
is related to the third derivative of the dielectric function according 
to: 
A.«(f.r.E) . A6Y ^ (EV^(r.E)i. 
24E'^ 3E"^ 
This relationship has been demonstrated experimentally (19,21). 
Analysis of electroref1ectance data is accomplished by relating the 
experimentally measured quantity, AR/R (the relative reflectivity change), 
to the electric field induced change in the dielectric function using the 
following relationship (19): 
^ = Re[C e.ejAe'''^(f,r,E)] (1.9) 
Here, e^ and ej are components of the polarization vector and the complex 
coefficient, C, is a product of terms which take into account the 
geometry of the experiment (C^), the effects of excitons (C^^), and the 
effects of an inhomogeneous electric field (C^^). These terms are 
given by: 
2n 
a 
^ex ° 
g = -m^P^(-h-a))^/4Tr^e¥ 
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= -2iq J°d2e-2^"^2[e(Z)/e(0)]' 
Here the subscript a refers to the ambient phase, a and 3 are called 
Séraphin coefficients and depend only on the optical properties of the 
system. P is the average momentum matrix element and q is the propaga­
tion vector of light in the solid. 
The most general expression for a low-field electroreflectance 
spectrum contains a linear electroref1ectance term in addition to the 
quadratic term already discussed, and is given by (22) 
AR/R = Re{C e^.ejF|^X.j^(-tTa)) + (-nco)]} (1.11) 
where is the third-rank, second-order optical susceptibility tensor. 
The linear electroref!ectance term is zero for crystals with an inver­
sion center or <110> surfaces of zinc-blende crystals and will therefore 
not be considered further. In crystals of zinc-blende symmetry, such as 
GaAs and GaP, there is only one nonvanishing third-rank and three non-
vanishing fourth-rank components of the form X^^^ = X^g^, ^xxxx ~ ^11* 
^xxyy ~ ^12' ^xyxy ^44' this case Eq. 1.11 becomes (22) 
AR/R = Re(C(2X^2g(-ttw)(e^«yF; + + e^e^F^) (1.12) 
' Xl^le/CF/.F^) + e/(F/ . F/) + e/(F/ + F/)1 
+ 2X44(exeyF/y + " ' 
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A number of different experimental techniques have been used for 
electroref1ectance studies of semiconductors, including the electrolytic 
method (23,24), the metal-oxi de-semi conductor (MOS) method (25,26), and 
transverse electroref!ectance (TER) (27-31). Perhaps the most useful, 
however, has proven to be the Schottky-barrier electroref1ectance 
(SBER) method (22,32,33). 
When a metal and semiconductor are brought into electrical contact, 
charge flows until electronic equilibrium is established and the two 
Fermi levels line up. As a result, a barrier is formed at the contact 
and an accumulation or depletion region is set up inside the semicon­
ductor near the surface. The resulting device, known as a Schottky diode, 
exhibits electrical characteristics similar to a p-n junction diode. 
Schottky diodes have been constructed from a wide variety of semicon­
ductors (34) and are used commercially in devices requiring fast response 
times. 
In SBER experiments a Schottky barrier is formed on the surface of 
a semiconductor by vacuum-depositing a transparent metal film. When the 
diode is reverse biased an electric field is set up in the depletion 
region. Bias voltages on the order of 1 volt typically result in 
electric fields on the order of 10^ volt/cm and penetration depths of 
approximately 10,000 8. Thus, light which is reflected from the front 
surface (through the transparent metal film) is able to sample the bulk 
electro-optic properties of the semiconductor. 
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Quantitive interpretation of electroref1ectance data requires a 
knowledge of the electric field strength. One of the advantages of SBER 
over other electroref1ectance techniques is the capability for accurate 
determination of the experimental conditions under which a particular 
spectrum has been obtained. The electrical properties of an ideal 
fully-depleted space charge region formed in conjunction with a rectify­
ing contact on a n-type semiconductor are described by the equations (34) 
where J is the current density, is the external biasing potential, 
Fg is the surface field, Ng is the electrically active carrier concen­
tration, is the static dielectric constant, is the internal 
barrier potential, and C is the space-charge capacitance per unit area. 
The quality of a Schottky diode can be determined before it is used 
in a SBER experiment by comparing its electrical characteristics with 
those predicted in Eqs. 1.13 and 1.15. A quantity commonly used for 
comparison purposes is the ratio of reverse-biased resistance to forward-
biased resistance, known as the figure of merit. A figure of merit 
greater than 1,000 indicates a sufficiently high quality diode. Another 
test is to measure capacitance as a function of the biasing voltage. 
A linear relationship between C' and (as predicted in Eq. 1.15) 
J = jQ[exp(eVg^^/kT) - 1] 
- "ext - kT/e) 
C-2 = (2/ee„N„)(-V,„j - - kT/e). 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
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demonstrates a fully-depleted space charge region. A knowledge of the 
barrier height and carrier concentration combined with Eq. 1.14 gives 
the electric field strength, F^. 
Another convenient feature of the SBER technique is that it allows 
experimental verification of low field regime conditions. A comparison 
of Eqs. 1.8 and 1.14 demonstrates that in the low field regime 
2 AR/R ~ Fg ~ V|^, where Vj^, the barrier potential, is the sum of and 
Thus, if a structure scales linearly with modulation amplitude 
for a fixed bias the spectrum is being taken under low field conditions. 
D. Strain Effects 
The crystal structure of GaAs and GaP is the zincblende structure, 
consisting of a face centered cubic (fee) lattice with two unlike atoms 
per unit cell situated at cell positions d^ = (0,0,0) and 
dg = (a/4)(1,1,1), where a is the cell parameter. The space group is 
2 Tj. A diagram of the Brillouin zone is given in Figure 1. Application 
of a uniaxial stress lowers the symmetry of the crystal, resulting in 
the lifting of some degeneracies. The effects can be divided into two 
categories: 1) the removal of the equivalence of critical points whose 
1< vectors do not have equal projections onto the stress direction 
(interband splitting), and 2) the splitting of doubly-degenerate 
orbital bands whose t vectors are not parallel to the stress direction 
(intraband splitting). Analysis of the stress-induced changes in the 
SBER spectrum as a function of direction and magnitude of the applied 
stress allows one to measure deformation potentials and, in principle. 
19 
Figure 1. Lines and points of symmetry in the Brill ouin zone of GaAs, 
GaP (zinc-blende structure) 
20 
determine the symmetry of the critical point from which structure in the 
spectrum originated. 
The relationship between a stress (T) and the resulting elastic 
strain (e) in a crystal is given by: 
®ij " ,^^i^ij,kl'''kl 
where (S) is the fourth rank compliance tensor. Newton's third law 
ensures that (e) and (T) will be symmetric, resulting in only six 
independent elements. In Cartesian coordinates they are e^^, e^^, e^^, 
®yz' ®zx ®xy' elements of (T) are similar. In crystals of cubic 
symmetry this number is reduced to three independent elements and we can 
wri te 
®1 J
 
1—
• o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
Tl 
®3a 0 $2 0 0 0 0 ^3a 
= 0 0 Sg 0 0 0 
^33 
®5yz 0 0 0 Sg 0 0 ^5yz 
®5xz 0 0 0 0 Sg 0 ^5xz 
®5x^ 0 0 0 0 0 Sg 
___^5xy__ 
(1.17) 
where 
$ 1  -  S J J  +  2 S J 2 .  S J  =  S J J  -  S J J .  S J  -  2  
'3a 
-33 
*5yz ®yz' ®5xz = ®xz' ®5xy = ®xy 
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Application of a stress to a crystal changes the space group of 
the crystal. If the unstrained crystal belonged to the space group G, 
the new space group, G', is not a subgroup of G. However, following 
the approach of Bir and Pikus (35), G' can become a subgroup of G by 
"deforming" the coordinates x' of the strained crystal such that 
x' = (1 + e)"^x = 1 - ex (1.18) 
The indices for x and e have been dropped in Eq. 1.18. The problem of 
determining how levels are split is then reduced to expanding an 
irreducible representation of G in terms of the irreducible representa­
tions of the subgroup G'. 
Every irreducible representation of G can be characterized by an 
irreducible star of and an index v, corresponding to one of the 
irreducible representations of the little group, Gj^, of G. The star of 
t is the set of all vectors equivalent to T<. The little group, Gj^, is 
the subgroup of the space group G containing those elements which 
either leave the vector t unchanged or map it into an equivalent vector. 
In the most general case a strain has two effects which can be described 
in group theoretical terms as: 1) the star of ]< which was irreducible 
in G becomes reducible in G' (interband splitting) and 2) the degeneracy 
at Î is removed (intraband splitting). Both effects are examined in 
this thesis. 
1. Intraband splitting at r in GaP 
The lowest direct interband transition in GaP occurs at the point 
r (& = 0) of the Brillouin zone. This transition and its spin-orbit 
22 
split companion are labelled Eq and Eq + Aq, respectively in Figure 2. 
At r, t = 0 is the only element of the star of 1<. Therefore, the small 
group is the point group T^. Since the star has only one element inter-
band splitting does not occur. The valence band edge at t = 0 consists 
of a four-fold multiplet (J = 3/2, m^ = +3/2, +1/2 in spherical 
notation) and a p^yg multiplet (J = 1/2, m^ = +1/2). These are 
illustrated schematically in Figure 3a. The lowest conduction band is 
s-like. Application of a uniaxial stress lifts the degeneracy of the 
upper valence band (J = 3/2 multiplet), resulting in a pair of degenerate 
Kramers doublets ( 3 6 ) .  Three transitions, labelled E Q ( 1 ) ,  E G F E ) ,  and 
EQ +  A Q in Figure 3b, are now possible. A complete analysis of the 
effects of strain on a spectrum requires an explicit form for the 
Hamiltonian operator of the strained crystal. 
The effect of strain on the Hamiltonian operator is to change the 
potential energy term. In an unstrained crystal the Hamiltonian 
operator is given by 
The Hamiltonian for a strained crystal is obtained by replacing V^fx) 
with VgCx), where U^fx) is the potential in the strained crystal. 
Perturbation theory can be used only if one performs a coordinate trans­
formation similar to Eq. 1.18. This is required to ensure that the 
periodicity of the strained lattice is the same as the periodicity of 
the unstrained lattice. The momentum operator, p, is transformed in a 
similar fashion: 
(1.19) 
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Figure 2. Band structure of GaP taken from Reference 37 
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Figure 3. Valence bands and lowest conduction band in GaP for (a) 
unstrained and (b) strained crystals 
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split companion are labelled Eg and Eq + Aq, respectively in Figure 2. 
At r, t = 0 is the only element of the star of 1<. Therefore, the small 
group is the point group Ty. Since the star has only one element inter-
band splitting does not occur. The valence band edge at t = 0 consists 
of a four-fold multiplet (J = 3/2, m^ = +3/2, +^1/2 in spherical 
notation) and a p^yg multiplet (J = 1/2, mj = +1/2). These are 
illustrated schematically in Figure 3a. The lowest conduction band is 
s-like. Application of a uniaxial stress lifts the degeneracy of the 
upper valence band (J = 3/2 multiplet), resulting in a pair of degenerate 
Kramers doublets. Three transitions, labelled E Q( 1 ) ,  E Q( 2 ) ,  and 
Eg + Ag in Figure 3b, are now possible. A complete analysis of the 
effects of strain on a spectrum requires an explicit form for the 
Hamiltonian operator of the strained crystal. 
The effect of strain on the Hamiltonian operator is to change the 
potential energy term. In an unstrained crystal the Hamiltonian 
operator is given by 
"o = Is + Vo(x) + (Wqtpol)' (1.19) 
4m c 
The Hamiltonian for a strained crystal is obtained by replacing V^fx) 
with Vg(x), where Vg(x) is the potential in the strained crystal. 
Perturbation theory can be used only if one performs a coordinate trans­
formation similar to Eq, 1.18. This is required to ensure that the 
periodicity of the strained lattice is the same as the periodicity of 
the unstrained lattice. The momentum operator, p, is transformed in a 
similar fashion: 
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p'^= (1 - e)p', where p\ = -ih g|y . (1.20) 
The potential energy difference can now be expanded in a series in 
terms of e: 
Vg[(l + e)x] - VQ(x) = % V^.j(x)e^j (1.21) 
1 » J 
where 
- 2 - 6,J e>0 
The Hamiltonian operator of the strained crystal can then be written as 
H'(e) = Ho + He + H,;, 
where 
. <1-22) 
* ) J 
and 
"eso " {((eVVQ)[op]J - (V(eV^). [ap]) - ( loW^^] (ep))} 
In the nonrelativistic approximation the matrix elements can be written 
explicitly as (35) 
":'m ' A (• ^ = X d-"' 
\ / 1 »J 
These matrix elements have dimensions of energy and are called deforma­
tion potential constants. It can be shown that the components D^j 
transform in the same way as the products pupj or x^xj. According to 
the theory of invariants, the Hamiltonian matrix H(K), where K represents 
all quantities on which H is dependent, can be expressed in the 
following form: 
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H(K) = % ^ 
where is the component of the representation of K which transforms 
according to the irreducible representation of the space group G, 
are linearly independent matrices not dependent on K and transforming 
according to D^, and a^ are arbitrary constants. As a result the orbital 
strain Hamiltonian, at r can be written in the form 
- dj[(L^Ly + LyL^)e^y + cp] (1.24) 
where Î is the angular momentum operator and cp denotes cyclic permuta­
tions with respect to the indices x, y, z. The quantity a^ represents 
the shift of the orbital bands due to the hydrostatic component of the 
strain while bj and dj represent orbital deformation potentials for 
components of the strain corresponding respectively to tetragonal and 
trigonal synmetry. Suzuki and Hensel have expressed the stress-
dependent spin-orbit Hamiltonian in the following form 
"eso ' -^2<®xx + V + 
- sbg [(Yx - K • °'®xx '=P1 
- 3^2 ["•x°x + Vy'^xy + (1-25) 
where a is the Pauli matrix vector and ag, bg, and dg are additional 
deformation potentials. For <001> stress 
27 
®xx ' ®yy = = SjjT. = «yz = 0 
Where T is the magnitude of the stress. In this case Eqs. 1.24 and 1.25 
reduce to 
"e ° * ZS,;)? - 3bllSll - SiziTlL^Z - i L^) (1.26) 
"àso = -»2<Su + 2Sl2)T(L • 5' - 3b2(S„ - SigiTtL,,, 
- i t . ? )  (1.27) 
Using the representation for the valence band wave functions, 
the Hamilton!an matrix of Eq. 1.26 is 
13/2 3/2> 
.«E„ - i « E, 
13/2 l/2> 
0 
-6Eh + 26 Eg 
2-1/2 gg I 
1/2 l/2> 
0 
2-1/2^ E ' 
« ^H' 
(1 .28)  
where A is the spin-orbit splitting and 
6E^ = (a^ + = a(Sjj + 2Si2)T 
6Eu' = (a, - 2a2)(Sjj + 2Sj2)T = a'(S„ + 25,,)T 11 "12^ 
(1.29a) 
(1.29b) 
6E3 = 2(bi + 2b2)(Sii + S^g)! = 2b(Sij - (1.29c) 
6E5' = 2(bi - bgitS^i - = 2b'(Sii - $12)7 (1.29d) 
In most cases the approximation 82 « a^ is valid. We can thus 
approximate ÔE^ = 6E^,. The spin-orbit splitting (A^) for GaP is 
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approximately 100 mV and stress-induced shifts are approximately an order 
of magnitude smaller. An expansion of the eigenvalues of Eq. 1.26 is 
therefore justified. The result is 
ÔE2 = -6E^ - Y <SEg (l.SOa) 
1 1 
«Ej = -«E„ + i6Ej + I —I (1.30b) 
1 5Eg = -A - 6E|^ - "2 ^ (1.30c) 
Note that the |3/2,3/2> state is not coupled to the other two states. 
Its stress dependence is therefore linear. The states |3/2,l/2> and 
|l/2,l/2> are coupled, resulting in quadratic stress dependent terms in 
Eqs. 1.30b,c. Analysis of the stress dependent shift of the s-like con­
duction band, r^, reveals that the dominant term is the hydrostatic 
pressure term described by the deformation potential Cj (36). As a 
result, the stress dependent shifts of the gap are described by 
<S(Ec - Eyg) = 6E^ + } 6Eg (1.31a) 
1 1 (4Ec')^ 
a(Ec - Evl) = aCH - i SEs - i (l'31b) 
0 
(«SE ')^ 
I— (1.31c) 
where 
ôE(^ = (c^ + a^ + + ZS^g)?. 
Calculation of selection rules and relative intensities requires a know­
ledge of the wave functions at r. For zero stress they are (36) 
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V.O = 13/2 3/2>ooi = 1(1/2)^/^1% + iY)+> , (1.32a) 
Uyi 0 = 13/2 l/2>Qoi = |(1/6)1/2[2Z+ - (X + Y)+]> , (1.32b) 
"v3,0 = 11/2 l/2>O01 = t(l/3)^/^[Zt + (X + iY)4-]> , (1.32c) 
Ug^o = |S+> (1.32d) 
where f and i refer to spin orientations relative to the stress direction. 
X, Y, and Z are valence-band wave functions which transform as atomic 
p-functions and S is the conduction-band wave function which transforms 
as an atomic s-function. Only states of positive mj have been considered 
since the stress does not remove the Kramers degeneracy of each state. 
The optical matrix element for a transition between the states and 
has the form 
M.E. a < ^^|e • p|^2> (1.33 
where e is the unit polarization vector and p is the linear momentum. 
In the case of the Eg and Eg + Ag transitions the final state is the 
conduction band state q. The only non-zero contributions to the 
matrix elements of Eq. 1.33 are the terms 
P = <Xt|Px|S+> = <Yt|Py|S+> = <Z1>|p^lS+> (1.34 
If a (100) plane of incidence is assumed then for <001> stress the 
polarization vector has components 
ê||ll <001> lit 
e^ll %010>1 f 
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The relative intensity of a transition is proportional to the matrix 
element squared. Substituting the wave functions of Eqs. 1.32a-d into 
Eq. 1.33, the relative intensities of the transitions for zero stress are 
2 
I/CO) = 0 IgifO) a f-
2 
lj"(0)a|p^ a (1.35) 
^"(O) a J a ^ 
2 
where II and J-correspond to polarization parallel and perpendicular to 
the stress direction. Because valence bands 1 and 2 are degenerate in 
the unstrained crystal, Eq. 1.35 predicts no polarization dependence for 
the Eq and Eg + Aq transitions. 
Under strain the wave functions for valence bands 1 and 3 mix. 
For <0 0 1> stress they are 
V,T = ' 
u,,i T = |2Zt - (X + iY)i> + — a I— [Zf + (X + iY) + ]>, 
u Q Y = —— IZt + (X + iY)t>- ——a |-— [2Zf - (X + iY)t]> , 
/J 
"c,T = |S+> ' 
where 
^0 
The polarization dependence and relative intensities become 
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IgHfT) = 0 l^h) = Iglfo) 
I^II(T) = li"(0)(l + a) Iji(T) = I^1(0)(1 - 2a) (1.36) 
IgHd) = IglkcOfl - 2a) Igj(T) = lgi(0)(l + a) . 
Note that for states of Mj = 3/2 only the perpendicular polarization 
transition occurs. 
2. Interband splitting on (110) plane for GaAs 
Interband splitting can most readily be understood by considering a 
simple cubic lattice. Unstrained, the x, y and z axes are equivalent. 
The eigenvalues for an irreducible representation for = (2n/a) (1,0,0) 
are degenerate with eigenvalues for irreducible representations for 
ty = (2n/a) (0,1,0) and = (2m/a) (0,0,1). If the crystal is strained 
along the x direction, however, becomes inequivalent to and 
The energy levels split such that E(%^) separates from E(t^) and E(t^) 
which remain degenerate. 
We consider now the case of an interband transition at a critical 
point in the (110) plane. In particular, we consider the case of a criti­
cal point along the Z line. Later we shall generalize the results to 
other points on the (110) plane. The line Z is seen from Figure 1 to con­
nect the syimetry points r = (0,0,0) and K = (2n/a) (.75,.75,0). The 
symmetry along Z is Cg and all bands are nondegenerate; i.e., all irreduc­
ible representations are one-dimensional. Critical points along Z have 
been suggested as the source of origin for the electroreflectance struc­
ture labelled Eg in the SBER spectrum of GaAs (22). 
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Figure 4. Band structure of GaAs from Reference 38 
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The effect of stress on the optical properties of a crystal can be 
related to changes in the dielectric function according to ôe = (W)(e), 
where W is the fourth rank fundamental response tensor, having the same 
form as the elastic compliance tensor (S) which relates stress, (e), and 
strain, (T). For a cubic crystal in the linear response regime we can 
therefore write an equation analogous to Eq. 1.17. 
The W's in the above equation can be determined from the polarization 
dependence of the dielectric function according to (39): 
<001> Stress 
n. 2n^ 
fie- __(w) = — W,(a)) + Wq(w), parallel polarization; (1.38a) 
./T 1 ./r J 
(1.37a) 
- "44'"'®xy (1.37b) 
(1.38b) 
<111> Stress 
(1.38c) 
parallel polarization; (1.38d) 
<110> Stress 
(1.38e) 
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6e2.y"y"("^ = ^ ngWalw) + I ngWgtw), 
parallel polarization; (1.38f) 
Til Tlq 
Sep -iiyii =—W, (to) WL(w) (1.38g) 
z ^ ^ /6 
where the unprimed coordinates refer to the crystal axes and the primed 
coordinates refer to axes parallel and perpendicular to the various 
stress directions according to 
<111> Stress 
x' = (1.39a) 
/2 
y' = * * y " 2z (1.39b) 
/F 
z" = x_+_2_+_z (1.39c) 
/J 
<110> Stress 
x" = (1.39d) 
y" = ll.39e) 
z" = z (1.39f) 
The W's of Eq. 1.37 are related to Eq. 1.38 by: 
Wj((o) = W^(a)) + 
Wy(w) = Wj^(w) -
Wglw) = W^^fw) 
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The n's are related to the strain components according to 
<001> Stress 
"3 = (ZSzz -
<111> Stress 
= :xy = *xz = ^yz 
<110> Stress 
rij  = ej  
"3 " • (2*zz " V - ®yy' 
"5 ° I ®xy • 
All components not listed are zero. 
For nondegenerate bands the terms and Wg in Eqs. 1.38 
are zero for <111> and <100> stress directions, respectively. 
Nondegenerate (0,0,0) critical points have = Wg = 0. For 
a general critical point none of the W's goes to zero. 
The discussion of the Z transition will parallel the work 
of Kane (39) whose approach differs from that of the previous 
section by considering the conduction and valence bands 
together as one state (called a pair-state) rather than 
individually. The pair state wave function can be 
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expressed as the product of two single-particle wave func­
tions, an electron wave function and a hole wave function, 
in the following form: 
where the coordinate rg refers to the hole state. The function (j) is 
called the envelope function and is constructed from î-vectors over a 
single Brillouin zone: 
BZ 
-  ?,)  = 
We wish to form pair-bands which transform irreducibly under the 
operations of the point group Cg. These bands have the form 
(1.40) 
where y is the unitary Clebsch-Gordan coefficient which combines states 
jjaj and jgOg to form the state ja. A tabulation of the y's can be 
found in Ref. 40. The total pair-state wave function expressed in terms 
of the irreducible pair-bands U. is then ja 
The normalization constants aj^ ensure orthogonality of the envelope 
functions. 
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The strain Hamiltonian can then be written in a form which trans­
forms irreducibly under Cg using the theory of invariants: 
"str = V"/ + (1 42) 
where 
= («XX ^ =yy + 
= (-*xx - ®yy 2*zz)/^S' 
= ®xy 
It should be noted that the strain Hamiltonian commutes with the 
envelope wave functions due to the fact that the strain has infinite 
wavelength. Thus, one need only consider matrix elements of the strain 
Hamiltonian between the pair bands (U. 's) of Eq. 1.40 rather than the jot 
total wave functions of Eq. 1.41. The D's of Eq. 1.42 are pair-band 
deformation potentials in contrast to the single-band deformation 
potentials of the previous section. 
Because all bands along E are nondegenerate.the energy spectrum of 
a particular critical point does not split under stress. However, 
elements of the star of the critical point which were equivalent in the 
unstressed crystal may become inequivalent under stress. The star of a 
Z critical point at = (kg.kQ.O) has six components: (kQ,+kQ,0), 
Ikg.O.+kQ), and (0,kQ,+k^^. It should be noted that there are six other 
components of the star of which are obtained by replacing with -t^. 
However, since (e) is invariant under inversion only the six components 
listed above need be considered. 
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There are two equivalent procedures for summing the strain 
Hamiltonian matrix elements over the star of t . I\t t = t the strain 
0 0 
Hamiltonian and pair-states are in irreducible representations. However, 
at other critical points in the star of the irreducible representa­
tions of the pair states refer to the coordinate system of the critical 
point, rather than the crystal coordinate system. In the coordinate 
system of the critical point its position is (2Tr/a)(k^,kQ,0), while in 
the crystal coordinate system the coordinates of the critical points for 
l< ^ are (2n/a)(kQ,-kQ,0), (2w/a)(kQ,0,+kQ), or (2n/a)(0,kQ,+kQ). In 
order to evaluate matrix elements between H^^^ (the elements of which are 
expressed in terms of the crystal coordinate system) and the pair-states 
at each critical point in the star of (whose irreducible representa­
tions are expressed in terms of the coordinate system of the critical 
point) the pair-state representations for the points % / must be 
projected onto the crystal coordinate system; i.e., they must be 
expressed as a linear combination of the irreducible representations of 
the coordinates for the group at % = Thus, one method for summing 
the contributions from the elements of the star of 1< is to fix the 
0 
Hamiltonian in the crystal coordinate system and express the pair-state 
functions at the critical points in terms of the irreducible representa­
tions for the critical point t 
A completely equivalent approach, however, is to evaluate the 
strain Hamiltonian elements for each critical point in terms of the 
coordinate system at each critical point. In terms of the critical 
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point coordinate system the pair-states are already in irreducible form. 
However, now the components of the strain Hamiltonian (which is expressed 
in terms of the crystal coordinate system) must be projected onto the 
critical point coordinate system; i.e., the irreducible representations 
of the Hamiltonian must be expressed in terms of the irreducible 
representations for each critical point's coordinate system. The first 
approach can be thought of as keeping the Hamiltonian fixed and summing 
over the critical points, while the second approach corresponds to 
keeping the critical point fixed and summing over the components of the 
Hamiltonians. The second approach will be used in this discussion. 
The problem of considering the different contributions to the 
strain Hamiltonian matrix elements is now reduced to the problem of 
expressing the components of the strain at t j' (where % is a member 
of the star of in terms of the irreducible components of the strain 
at % = tg. These terms are found in Table 1. The numerical subscripts 
refer to an irreducible representation of the group C2 at the point 
% = The alphabetic subscripts refer to components along the 
crystal axes. The problem of determining the energy levels is now 
reduced to evaluating the matrix element 
where H^^^' is obtained by substituting for each term in H^^^ its 
corresponding term found under the column labelled by the critical 
point for which the matrix element is to be evaluated. 
Table 1. Effective irreducible components of the strain tensor (e^) at 
each point in the star of a z, S or general critical point on 
a symmetry plane (ko--)- The components are expressed in terms 
of the irreducible representations for the critical points 
listed in column 1 
\ ISi 
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Table 1 Continued 
iS: l! î;! SIS 
4 <1 •1 
-e^+ /3 eg -e^+ /3 Bg -e^ + eg -e^ + /3 Bg 
2 2 1 2 2 
/3 + 62 /3 6% + "2 /3 " ® 2  /3 e^ + eg 
2 2 2 2 
®2yz -Cfyz ®2yz "®2yz 
®2xz ®2xz "®2xz -Zzxz 
4 -4 4 -4 
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For optical matrix elements the technique is similar. In Table 2 
the components of the coordinates x, y and z parallel and perpendicular 
to the stress direction are evaluated for each critical point in terms 
of the irreducible representations of that point. The optical Hamiltonian 
has components A^p^ where p^ is the i^^ component of the momentum 
operator. These terms transform like the coordinate x^. The unprimed 
coordinates refer to the crystal axes, while the primed and double-
primed coordinates refer to coordinate systems used for <111> and <110> 
stress, respectively. These are given in Eqs. 1.39a-f, 
Evaluation of the polarization dependence is therefore reduced to 
evaluating matrix elements of the type 
M-E-opt ' 
Where p. is the momentum operator written in irreducible form. This jot 
matrix element, however, can be simplified to the following form: 
The problem is now similar to the energy eigenvalue problem. For a 
particular critical point the optical matrix element is evaluated by 
reading off the components of the momentum operator under the column in 
Table 2 corresponding to that critical point. The intensity of the 
transition is proportional to the matrix element squared. Therefore, 
the polarization dependence of a particular structure in the spectrum is 
obtained by summing the squares of the matrix elements of those critical 
points which behave similarly under stress. The results are found in 
Table 3. 
Table 2. Effective irreducible components of the operator for optical 
transitions, A-p, at each point in the étar of a s, S or general 
critical point on a symmetry plane (kg.). The components are 
expressed in terms of the irreducible representations for the 
critical points listed in column 1 
iili I!;:!::;! illii |:!:l 
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Table 3. Energy splitting and polarization depend­
ence for critical points of C2 or Cg 
symmetry under uniaxial stress. Elements 
of the star have been summed over. The 
coordinate systems are defined in Eq. 
1.39 and correspond to directions which 
are parallel and perpendicular to the 
stress direction 
k a Ko-j Energy 
<001> Stress 
1,2,3,4 E = + n-jDj + 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 E = t. nl r,3 E + n-jDi - ng&j 
<111> Stress 
1,3,5,7,9,11 E = + n-jO] + rigD^ 
2,4,6,8,10,12 E = E^+niO] -ngDi 
1.3 
2.4 
5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 
E = 
E = 
E = 
<110> Stress 
e^ + niO]+ 1130^ + 1 
eHniDj+nsD^-fngDi 
- (713/2)0^ 
^Numbers correspond to column headings in 
Tables 1 and 2. 
^Symmetry notation is explained in the text. 
^a^+3^ = 121 for z or S critical points. 
For general critical points on a symmetry plane the 
intensities are doubled. 
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Pair-band Symmetry 
U, Ugb 
<001> Stress 
'x = ly = 2I„; I; = 0 'x = 'y = 2c.^ = 46^ 
•x ° 'y ° ^'o- 'z = "'o 'x ° 'y = 'z = 
<111> Stress 
'x' = ly' = 'z' = "'o 'x' = :y = 3"^+28^: 'z' = 28^ 
I^. = ly. = 31^; I^, =0 1%, = ly, = a^ + 2G^ ; I^, = 4*2 +26% 
<110> Stress 
lyii = 21^; 1^1, = I^ii = 0 I^ii = 2a^; I^u = 0; I^n = 2g^ 
I^„ = 21^; Iy„ = I^„ = 0 I^u = 0; = 2a^; = 2g^ 
= lyi. = 21^; I^ u  = 4IQ I^„ = Iy„ = 2a^ + 43^; I^„ = 4a^ 
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In its most general form, the basis function for the Ug irreducible 
representation of the Cg point group transforms as a linear combination 
of = (x - y)/2 and Ug = z. These components have been listed 
separately in Table 2. The wave function for the Ug pair-band is assumed 
to transform according to Ug allg^ + gUg. The polarization terms in 
Table 3 for the Ug band are expressed in terms of the relative strengths 
of the and Ug contributions, i.e., in terms of a and 3 where 
2 2 
a + B =12. Group theory gives no a priori measure of the relative 
magnitudes of a and 3. 
As previously mentioned the results for a I critical point can be 
generalized to other points on the (110) plane. For example, the results 
apply immediately to a critical point on the S line which lies on the 
zone boundary. This line connects the points X = -^ (0,0,1) and 
a 
U = ^ (1/4,1/4,1). The point group at an S critical point is also Cg. 
There are 12 elements in the star of an S critical point. Their posi­
tions can be found by replacing 0 with 1 in the coordinates of the 
star of a Z critical point and by imposing the restriction < 1/4. 
The coordinates of the S critical points are listed in Tables 1 and 2 
immediately below the coordinates of the E critical points. It is not 
surprising that the results for S and Z are similar because the S line 
is equivalent to a continuation of the E line past the K point to the 
X point in the second Brillouin zone. 
Further, the results for the E and S critical points can be 
generalized to a general point on the FLUX plane. This plane is 
described by = k^ < k^. The point group for a general point on the 
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plane is which is isomorphic to Cg. The basis functions for an 
irreducible representation of the group are not the same as the basis 
functions for the corresponding irreducible representation of the Cg 
group. Instead, the roles of the basis functions for the 2 irreducible 
representations have been interchanged. Using the notation of Reference 
40, the irreducible representation of the Cg group and the Fg repre­
sentation of the Cg group both transform as (x+y)/^^'. Also, the Tg repre­
sentation of Cg and the representation of the group both transform 
as either (x-y)//2 or z. 
Because the irreducible representations of the strain tensor trans­
form as the products of coordinates, the irreducible representations of 
the strain tensor for Cg and will be the same. Hence, Table 1 can be 
used for either the Cg group or the C^ group using the notation of 
Reference 40. The optical matrix elements, however, transform as com­
ponents of a vector. Therefore, while Table 2 is applicable to E and S 
critical points (Cg symmetry), the subscripts 1 and 2 must be inter­
changed to apply the results to a critical point on the FLUX plane (C^ 
symmetry) in order to remain consistent with the notation of Reference 
41. A similar problem exists in Table 3. These problems can best be 
overcome by a change in notation for Tables 2 and 3. Hence, in this 
thesis the subscript 1 will refer to an irreducible representation which 
transforms as (x+y)/v^. Similarly, the subscript 2 will refer to an 
irreducible representation which transforms as (x-y)/v? or z. For the Cg 
group this notation is in agreement with that of Reference 40, but for 
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the Cg group the labels of the irreducible representations are inter­
changed. This notation system is used in Table 2 and Table 3. 
There are 12 elements in the star of a point on the TLUX plane. 
These elements are listed under the elements of the E and S critical 
points in Tables 1 and 2. An immediate consequence of the fact that Cg 
and Cg are isomorphic is that the strain-induced splittings and the polar­
ization dependence for a general critical point on the TLUX plane is 
identical to that already derived for a S or S critical point. These 
results are listed in Table 3. It should be noted that time reversal 
symmetry increases the number of equivalent points for a general point 
on a symmetry plane from 12 to 24. Time reversal symmetry does not 
affect the number of equivalent Z or S critical points. 
Finally, the point group for a general point on any symmetry plane 
is Cg. Therefore, the results of Table 3 should apply to all symmetry 
planes. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Sample Preparation 
GaP samples were obtained from La Radiotechnique-Compelec, Route de 
La Delivrande, 14001-Caen-Cedex, France. Dopant type was unknown but the 
17 1 level was believed to be approximately 4x10 /cm . All samples were 
x-ray oriented to within 2° and transferred to a diamond saw. Individual 
samples were then cut along the desired directions to dimensions of 
approximately 2.5x2.5x20 mm . 
Surface preparation began with etching. The surface on which the 
Schottky barrier was formed will be referred to as the front surface 
while the surface on which the ohmic contact was formed will be called 
the back surface. Conflicting surface preparations are required of the 
front and back as well as the ends of the sample. The front surface 
should be optically flat, specularly reflecting and free of any surface 
damage. The back surface, however, requires considerable surface damage 
in order to maximize the number of recombination centers. Even then a 
low resistance ohmic contact is not guaranteed because of oxide formation. 
Due to the relatively small sample dimensions it was usually not possible 
to provide individualized treatments to each of the surfaces. The pro­
cedure described below was chosen as the best balance of the different 
surface requirements. 
After initial shaping on the diamond saw, the samples were etched. 
A dilute solution of methanol and bromine produced a mirror-like finish 
on GaAs which appeared to be free of pits. The GaP etch was a 50-50 mix­
ture of HCl and HNO^. This etch resulted in a pitted surface resembling 
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an orange-peel. The samples were etched until sufficient material had 
been removed to allow the ends of the samples to fit snugly into the 
steel cups through which the stress was applied (see Figure 5). One 
negative effect of the etching was that the front surface and ends were 
no longer flat, but instead became slightly rounded. This results in some 
loss of reflected light from the front surface. The "orange peel" effect 
also reduces the amount of reflected light which could be collected. 
These negative effects were more than balanced, however, by the increased 
SBER signal which results from a damage-free surface. Similarly, loss 
of flatness on the ends of the sample tends to result in a non-uniform 
stress. This effect is off-set by the fact that damage-free surfaces 
can withstand the higher stresses necessary to observe shifts and split­
tings in the SBER spectrum. 
After etching, the back surface of the sample was mechanically 
abraded using 600 grit SiC paper. Care was taken to avoid damage near 
the ends. A thick (approximately 5000 %) layer of Au was then vacuum-
deposited on the back surface. For GaAs, this procedure was often 
sufficient to produce à low-resistance contact. On GaP samples, however, 
it was necessary to diffuse the Au into the surface by placing the 
sample on a 400 °C hot-plate for ten minutes. 
The next step in the preparation was to remove any oxide which had 
accumulated on the sample's front surface. A dilute methanol and bromine 
solution applied with a cotton swab accomplished this for the GaAs 
samples. NH^OH was used to remove the oxide from the GaP samples. 
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— Cap 
(stainless steel) 
— Sample 
( front surface) 
40Â Au 
a 
! 
Insulating paint 
Epoxy 
Figure 5. Sample and cups arrangement 
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Removal of the oxide layer was completed immediately prior to plac­
ing the samples in the vacuum chamber. The Schottky barrier was formed 
on the front surface by depositing a thin layer of Au at a pressure of 
5x10"^ Torr. Thickness was monitored by measuring the resistance between 
two previously evaporated Au contacts on a glass slide. At a resistivity 
of lOOO/p evaporation was halted, corresponding to a thickness of 
(40+5) 8. Evaporation was accomplished by the joule heating of a W wire 
around which Au wire had been wrapped. Individual masks of aluminum foil 
were constructed for each sample. These prevented electrical shorting 
from the front surface to the back side. 
To verify that a Schottky diode had been formed, each sample's 
electrical characteristics were tested. Electrical contacts to the 
front and back surfaces were made by cementing thin copper wires to the 
sample using silver-paint. If the current-voltage relationship of the 
diode was in agreement with Eq. 1.10, the diode was placed on a temporary 
mount and a preliminary SBER spectrum was taken. If the signal size 
was sufficiently large, the sample was judged acceptable. 
As previously stated, the etching process caused a slight rounding 
of the ends of the sample. This effect is undesirable in a uniaxial 
stress experiment for two reasons. First, the rounded ends make sample 
alignment difficult. If the stress axis is not in alignment with the 
long axis of the crystal, the crystal will tend to bow outward when a 
compressive uniaxial stress is applied. Under these conditions, sample 
failure (breakage) occurs at low stress levels. The second undesirable 
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consequence of curved ends is that uniform application of stress over the 
entire surface becomes difficult. Epoxying the sample into steel cups 
lessens both effects. 
Stainless steel cups were machined to the shape shown in Figure 5. 
The interior of the cup was coated with Glyptal, a non-conducting paint, 
and baked overnight. The Glyptal layer insured that the sample was 
electrically isolated from the remainder of the stress apparatus. It 
also prevented short-circuiting between the front and back surfaces 
through the cup. The cups were then filled with Torr-Seal and the sample 
inserted. The cups and sample combination rested on a V-block while the 
epoxy cured for a minimum of 24 hours before stress was applied. The 
V-block arrangement insured alignment of the cups and sample. 
B. Stress Apparatus 
The stress apparatus (Figure 6) was originally designed to be 
mounted on a reflectance chamber at the Synchrotron Radiation Center in 
Stoughton, Wise. The apparatus has the capability to be used in both 
compression and extension stress experiments. All data in this thesis 
were taken using compressive stresses, so the apparatus will be described 
as used in this mode. Unless otherwise specified, all materials are 
stainless steel. 
The 1.5 inch rotatable flange (F) in Figure 6 bolts onto the top of 
the reflectance chamber (RCT) (Figure 7) providing a vacuum-tight seal. 
The compressive force is applied to the plunger (P) at the top of the 
apparatus. A bellows (B) connects the plunger to the flange allowing 
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Figure 6. Stress rig (see text for an explanation of the abbrevîatîonsi 
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Figure 7. Cylinder mount and reflectance chamber top (see text for 
explanation of the abbreviations) 
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some freedom of motion. The motion is constrained, however, by a guide 
(PG) which insures that all motion will be parallel to the long axis of 
the apparatus. Off-axis motion is further restricted by a cylinder (CG) 
which slides over the plunger and guide, and rests on the flange. The 
plunger and guide have a one inch external diameter which is equal in 
size to the inner diameter of the cylinder. The cylinder's position is 
fixed by the guide. Thus, the guide constrains off-axis motions both at 
the bottom of the plunger (which must pass through the guide's inner 
diameter) and at the top of the plunger (via the cylinder). 
Rigidly attached to the rotatable flange and extending down into the 
vacuum chamber are four 1/8 inch rods (R). These rods serve two functions. 
First, they constrain the movable cylinder to motion parallel to the axis 
of the apparatus. Second, they support the sample. The bottom two inches 
of each rod are threaded. The compression base (BS) on which the sample 
rests is supported by four nuts which are threaded onto the rods. Thus, 
the rods not only guide the force transmitted through the movable cylinder 
to the sample, but also constrain the sample from moving. A force exerted 
on the plunger is transmitted down through the movable cylinder to the 
sample, through the sample to the base, and finally, from the base to the 
rods which are welded to the top of the flange. 
The sample (S) rests on the flat side of a 3/4 inch diameter hemi­
spherical piece (HP) which in turn rests in a similarly shaped hollow 
cavity of the compression base. If the ends of the cups attached to 
the sample are not strictly parallel, this arrangement allows for some 
compensation. An extension piece (EP) is shown atop the sample in the 
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diagram. This piece could be removed if the required vertical position 
of an individual sample so dictated. Vertical position could also be 
varied by adjusting the nuts under the compression base. 
Force was transmitted to the plunger by a hydraulic cylinder (HC— 
see Figure 7) which was mounted on a plate (P) supported by four % inch 
rods (SR) attached to the chamber top (RCT). Attached to the cylinder 
was a hand-operated hydraulic pump. 
The pressure was monitored at two places. First, a dial gauge was 
fitted into the hydraulic line connecting the pump and cylinder. Second, 
a piezo-electric load washer was placed either between the hydraulic 
cylinder ram and the top of the plunger, or between the extension piece 
and the top of the sample. Vertical position requirements on the sample 
dictated which position was chosen. The piezo-electric crystal produced 
a charge proportional to the strain. This charge was measured on a 
Victoreen femtometer to obtain the value of the stress. Early on in 
the experiments, the femtometer failed necessitating a reliance on the 
dial gauge which had not been anticipated. A comparison of readings 
obtained from the dial gauge and the piezo-electric crystal while the 
femtometer was still working demonstrated that the gauge had sufficient 
accuracy and linearity. 
The two major contributions to uncertainty in the measured values 
for stress were: 1) uncertainty in the cross-sectional area of the 
sample, and 2) fluid leaks and temperature fluctuation. The cross-
sectional area of the sample was measured with a vernier caliper after 
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the etching process. However, care had to be exercised to avoid scratch­
ing the sample surface with the caliper. This would result in surface 
damage and negate the results of the just completed etching process. 
Accurate knowledge of the cross-sectional area was required to transform 
the pressure readings on the dial gauge to the actual stress experienced 
by the sample. While taking data, the dial reading was seen to fluctuate 
slowly over time due to variations in room temperature and possible leaks 
in the hydraulic system. These fluctuations were compensated for as 
they were observed. I estimate the total uncertainty in the absolute 
magnitude of the strain to be ±5%. 
C. Optical System 
As mentioned previously, the stress apparatus was originally designed 
to be used in conjunction with a vacuum-tight reflectance chamber at 
the Synchrotron Radiation Center in Stoughton, Wisconsin. The vacuum 
chamber is required for work in the vacuum-ultraviolet (vuv) regime. 
After taking some preliminary SBER spectra at the storage ring, however, 
two structures were chosen for stress experiments which did not require 
the use of a synchrotron light source. As a result, most of the data 
were taken using the optical system described below. For these measure­
ments the stress apparatus was inverted so as to rest on the reflectance 
chamber top. 
A 75 watt Xe arc-lamp was used as the light source. White light 
from the lamp was focused onto the sample with a focusing mirror. The 
reflected light was then re-focused onto the entrance slit of a 
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GCA/McPherson EU/E -700 scanning monochromator. Slits were set at 500 ym, 
corresponding to a resolution of 10 8, or approximately 6 millivolts in 
the spectral range studied. With this resolution shifts in SBER struc­
ture of 1 millivolt are easily discernible. The monochromatized light 
was detected at the exit slit with an EMI 6526B photomultiplier tube. 
The optical system just described has the feature that the light is 
monochromatized after being reflected from the sample. This configura­
tion has the advantage that the experiment does not require a light-tight 
box, since the only stray light which can reach the photomultiplier tube 
must first pass thru the monochromator. One disadvantage of such a 
configuration, however, is that more light reaches the sample, causing 
an increase in thermal broadening. 
D. Electronics 
A schematic diagram of the SBER experiment is shown in Figure 8. 
An Exact 7060 signal generator (SG) modulated the electric field at the 
sample. The modulation waveform was a 200 Hz square wave whose amplitude 
and bias voltage varied between samples. Typical values were 1/2 volt 
amplitude and -1/4 volt bias. These values were chosen experimentally 
by maximizing the amplitude voltage within the constraint that the SBER 
signal scaled linearly with amplitude. These conditions define the low-
field regime. The model 7060 generator was chosen for its ability to 
provide both the AC modulation and the DC biasing. 
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V-F 
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Figure 8. Block diagram of electronics (see text for an explanation of 
the abbreviations) 
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Light reflected from the sample contained a DC component proportional 
to the reflectance (I^R) and a 200 Hz AC component proportional to the 
electric field induced change in the reflectance (I^AR). The photomulti-
plier tube (PMT) produced a current proportional to the light intensity 
and containing both the AC and DC components. This current signal was 
transformed into a voltage signal by the load resistor, The DC 
component was measured with a Keithley digital multimeter (DMM) while the 
AC component was measured with an Ithaco 391 A lock-in amplifier. A 
reference signal from the signal generator was fed into the lock-in 
amplifier (LI). The lock-in then detected any components of the input 
signal which had the same frequency as the reference signal. The output 
from the lock-in was a DC voltage proportional to I^AR. This signal 
was then averaged to further reduce the noise level. Typically, the 
signal was averaged for 20 seconds. The averaging process worked as 
follows. 
The output voltage of the lock-in amplifier was divided between a 
Vidar B-40 voltage to frequency converter (V-F) and a "black-box" (BE). 
The black-box functioned as a voltage comparator and switching device. 
If the lock-in output was positive then the voltage to frequency converter 
output was directed to the channel A input of a PAR Model 1112 photon 
counter (PC). If the lock-in amplifier output was negative, however, 
the voltage to frequency converter output was sent to the channel B input 
of the photon counter. The photon counter counted the input pulses for 
a pre-set time period and displayed an output corresponding to the dif­
ference between the number of input pulses in channels A and B. The photon 
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counter output (proportional to I^AR) and the digital multimeter output 
(proportional to I^R) were then divided to give AR/R. 
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IV. DATA AND REDUCTION 
A. Three Point Method 
Analysis of the stress dependence of SBER spectra requires an 
accurate determination of the energy gap associated with a particular 
structure. For room temperature spectra the broadening parameter is, 
even under ideal situations, the same order of magnitude as the stress-
induced peak shifts. In many cases, however, the broadening parameter 
is more than an order of magnitude larger than the stress-induced shifts. 
Aspnes and Rowe (41) have developed a three-point method for obtain­
ing critical point energies with high accuracy. Their method fits the 
experimental curve to a complex resonant lineshape of the form 
AR/R = Re'[Ce^®(E-Eg+iir)""], 
where C and e are amplitude and phase factors which vary slowly with E, 
and n^2. Electroreflectance spectra exhibit one positive and one nega­
tive extremum for each critical point. The three-point method determines 
the broadening parameter, r, and energy gap. Eg, based on the lower energy 
extremum A, with coordinates (AR/R^,E^), the higher energy extremum B, 
with coordinates (AR/Rg,Eg), and the baseline (AR/R=0). In this thesis, 
all peak positions were determined using the three point method. 
B. GaP Results 
Shown in Figure 9 are the SBER spectra for unstressed and stressed 
GaP. The stress direction was <001> and the magnitude was 3.5 kilobar. 
Light was reflected from the (100) surface. The parallel and perpendicu­
lar polarization directions were <001> and <010>, respectively. The 
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GjjP SBER spectra for <001> stress. Solid line, t = 0 
(e||T). —- line, |T| = 3.5 kbar, (eJ_T). line, |f| 
3.5 kbar (e|T) 
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p 
cross-sectional area of the sample was 2.75 x 1.8 mm . The modulation 
voltage was 0.5 V, biased at -0.25 V. Each point was integrated for 20 
seconds. 
In Figures 10 and 11 peak position is plotted as a function of stress 
for the two different peaks (E^, EQ+A^) which are expected to contribute 
to the spectra of Figure 9. The solid lines represent linear least-
squares fits to the low stress (<4 kilobar) data regime. 
C. GaAs Results 
1. <111> Stress 
Figure 12 shows the effects of <111> stress on the SBER spectrum of 
GaAs between 4.8 and 5.3 eV (Eg peak). The surface normal was <110>. 
The parallel and perpendicular polarization directions were <111> and 
<112>, respectively. The cross-sectional area of the sample was 2.3 x 
2 2.4 mm , and the modulation voltage was 1.75 V biased at -0,375 V. Data 
points were integrated for 50 seconds. 
In Figure 13, the Eg peak position is plotted as a function of 
stress. The straight lines represent linear least-squares fits to the 
data points between 1 and 7 kilobars of stress for perpendicular and 
parallel polarized light. 
2. <110> Stress 
Figure 14 shows the effects of <110> stress on the Eg SBER spectrum 
of GaAs. The surface normal was <110>, corresponding to parallel and 
perpendicular polarization directions of <110> and <001>, respectively. 
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Figure 10. Stress dependence of the Eq peak for light polarized parallel 
(•) and perpendicular C+) to the stress direction C<001>) 
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Figure 11. Stress dependence of the EQ + An region for light polarized 
parallel (•) and perpendicular (+) to the stress direction 
(<001>) 
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Figure 12. GaAs SBER spectra for <111> stress. Solid line, T = 0 
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6 kbar ($jî) 
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Figure 14. . GaAs SBER spectra for <110> stress. Solid line, T = 
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2 The cross-sectional area of the sample was 1.8 x 2.3 m . Modulation 
voltages and integration times were the same as those used for the <iii> 
sample. Figure 15 plots Eg peak position as a function of stress. No 
straight-line fits were attempted due to the wide scatter of the data 
points. 
3. <001> Stress 
The <001> sample broke at a comparatively small value of stress 
(3.12 kbar). Stress effects on the spectrum shape and peak position 
are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively. The surface normal was 
<11C>. The parallel and perpendicular polarization directions were <001> 
and <110>, respectively. The cross-sectional area of the <001> sample 
2 
was 2.15 X 2.55 im . Modulation voltages and integration times were 
the same as for the other GaAs samples. 
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Figure 15. Stress dependence of the GaAs E? peak for light polarized 
parallel (•) and perpendicular (+) to the stress direction 
(<110>) 
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Figure 17. Stress dependence of the GaAs Eo peak for light polarized 
parallel (t) and perpendicular (+) to the stress direction 
(<001>) 
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V. ANALYSIS 
A. GaP 
1. Zero stress 
An analysis of the stressed GaP SBER spectra in Figure 9 begins with 
an understanding of the unstressed spectrum. Initial assignments of 
structure in the unstressed spectrum were made as follows. The negative 
and positive peaks at 2.76 and 2.8 eV were assigned to the critical 
point. The next largest half-oscillation-a negative peak at 2.85 eV 
and a positive peak at 2.9eV-were assigned initially to the Eq+^q critical 
point. These assignments result in interband transition energies of 
2.779eV for E^ and 2.872 eV for E^+A^ using the three point method. The 
spin-orbit splitting, is then 0.093 eV. 
The unstressed spectrum of Figure 9 is similar in appearance to the 
data obtained by Thompson et al. (42) and Cardona et al. (43). Using an 
electrolytic electroreflectance technique,the Thompson group tracked 
various structures in the electroreflectance spectrum of a series of 
alloys of the form GaAs^P^ where x varied between 0 and 1 by increments 
of 0.1. Structures of unknown origin in the GaP electroreflectance spec­
trum could then be related to structure in the better understood GaAs 
spectrum. The value of obtained by this group was 0.100 eV. In the 
literature reported values for A^ have varied from 0.08 eV (44,45,46) 
to 0.127 eV (47). 
The preliminary assignment of the E^+A^ critical point to the third 
and fourth half-oscillations in Figure 9 should be considered tentative 
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for two reasons. First, there is no apparent discontinuity between the 
and Eg+A^ structures as one might expect. Second, there remains a 
negative half-oscillation at 2.95 eV which has not been assigned. This 
is the most puzzling feature of the spectrum. Two critical points can 
be expected to contribute at most 4 peaks (one positive and one negative 
peak per critical point) to an electroreflectance spectrum. An analysis 
of the stressed spectra should resolve this conflict and enable defini­
tive critical point assignments for the various structures. 
An unexpected feature of the unstressed spectrum is the shoulder 
in the lowest energy negative peak at 2.73 eV. This shoulder was not 
seen in either the electrolytic electroreflectance data of Reference 42 
or the high-field SBER data of Aspnes et al. (44). For this reason, 
the shoulder is assumed to be a sample dependent phenomenon (impurity 
level peak) rather than an effect which is intrinsic to the GaP band 
structure (exciton). Similar impurity effects have been observed in 
GaAs and InP (2,48,49). 
2. E^ peak <001> stress 
The data presented in Figures 9-11 exhibit a number of puzzling 
characteristics. Theory predicts (Eq. 1.35 and 1.36) that for <001> 
stress only the ^^{1) peak will be seen for light polarized parallel to 
the stress direction, while both E^^l) and 2^(2) will be seen for light 
polarized perpendicular to the stress direction. Hence, the SBER spectrum 
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for perpendicular polarization should show a splitting of the unstrained 
EQ peak into the two peaks E^fl) and EQ(2). NO such splitting is apparent 
in Figure 9. Eq. 1.35 and 1.36 also predict that the size of the £^(2) 
peak should remain constant under stress, while the size of the E^fl) 
peak under stress should increase for light polarized parallel to the 
stress axis and decrease for light polarized perpendicular to the stress 
axis. Instead, peak size decreases for both polarization directions. 
Finally, Eq. 1.31 predicts that the E^(2) peak position should vary 
linearly with stress while the E^(l) peak should have a quadratic stress 
dependence. Figure 10, however, suggests a more complicated behavior. 
Thus in the area of intensity, polarization dependence and peak position 
as a function of stress, the data appear to conflict with theory. 
For reasons to be explained later it was decided that only the 
data for stresses below 4 kbar would be used in the analysis. By assum­
ing that only data points below 4 kbar are valid, a number of the apparent 
conflicts between theory and experiment can be resolved. For example, 
the lack of an observable splitting in the perpendicularly polarized SBER 
spectrum in Figure 9 is a result of the fact that below 4 kbar the 2 
distinct peaks are not resolved. An indication that splitting is occur­
ring is seen in Figure 18, which is an enlargement of the perpendicular 
polarization SBER spectrum of Figure 9. A shoulder is observed on the 
low-energy side of the positive peak at approximately one third the maxi­
mum peak height. The position of the shoulder appears to correspond to 
the position of the E^(l) peak seen in the parallel polarization spectrum 
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Figure 18. Enlargement of the perpendicular polarization spectrum of 
Figure 9 for GaP under <001> stress, |T| = 3.5 kbar. The 
arrow indicates the position of a possible unresolved 
stress-split peak 
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of Figure 9. The shoulder is therefore attributed to the unresolved 
Eq(1) peak. Eq. 1.32 and 1.33 predict that for perpendicularly polarized 
light the relative sizes of the Eq(1) and EQ{2) peaks should be 1:3, 
further strengthening this assignment. The apparent splitting seen at 
3.5 kbar stress was not seen at higher stress values. 
The peak positions of Figure 10 were determined by assuming the 
parallel polarization spectrum of Figure 9 resulted only from the E^(l) 
peak, as predicted, while the perpendicular polarization spectrum resulted 
only from the 5:^(2) contribution, contrary to predictions. This assign­
ment was made because of the inability to resolve the Eq(1) peak contri­
bution seen in Figure 18. The assignment is valid because the three point 
method uses only the maxima and minima to determine peak position and 
because Eqs. 1.32 and 1.33 predict the E^{2) contribution to the perpen­
dicular polarization spectrum should be three times larger than the 
EQ(1) contribution. 
By neglecting the high stress data linear least squares fits can be 
found for the E^(l) and E^(2) peak positions as a function of stress. In 
the linear stress regime the relationship between stress and peak position 
can be written using Eq. 1.31 as: 
5Eq(2) = A + B 
•SE^d) = A - B 
where 
A = 6E|_j = (Cj+aj+a2)(S^j^+2Sj^2)T 
and 
B = 6Eg, = (b^+2b2)(S^^-Sj2)T. 
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By summing the slopes of the linear portion of the 2 peak positions and 
dividing by 2 a value for A, the hydrostatic stress-dependence term, is 
obtained. Similarly, by subtracting the slopes and dividing by two a 
value for B, the shear stress term is obtained. The values for the terms 
A/T and B/T thus obtained are A/T = 3.56 x 10"^ eV/bar, and B/T = 1.95 x 
10~® eV/bar. The resulting deformation potentials are c^ + a^ + ag = 
-9.47 eV and b^ + 2b2 = -1.533 eV. 
An inspection of Figures 10 and 11 reveals the motivation for dis­
regarding the data above 4 kbar. Up to 4 kbar the stress data appear 
well behaved. A discontinuity in the behavior appears at 4 kbar, however, 
and beyond 4 kbar the behavior appears to change drastically. Qualita­
tively, this change in behavior can be explained by a bending of the 
sample. Consider a sample which has been bent. The bending can be 
described by the radius of curvature, ç, and the angle which the sample 
subtends, a. The situation is depicted in Figure 19. A sample which 
is bent experiences a compressive stress on the inner surface and a 
tensile stress on the outer surface. For a sample of width d, the magni­
tude of the resulting strains is e = d/2ç. 
If, in addition to the bending force, a compressive force is applied 
to the ends of the sample, the force can have 2 possible effects. If 
the radius of curvature does not change, the force results in a "quasi-
uniaxial" stress along the distorted crystallographic axes. In this 
situation, ç remains fixed while e changes and the magnitude of the strain 
is given by e=Gl/l where 1 is the length of the sample (l=çe). If, how­
ever, the radius of curvature changes (i.e. the sample bends more), the 
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T 
T 
Figure 19. Geometry of a sample which has bent under a compressive 
uniaxial stress T. The sample is assumed to have a square 
cross-section of dimensions d x d. ç-d/2 is the radius of 
curvature, b refers to the back side of the Schottky diode. 
In this configuration an increase in T could result in a 
reduction of the strain at the front surface of the diode 
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inner and outer surfaces experience a change in strain due to the change 
in the radius of curvature. The changes in strain are of equal magnitude, 
given by 6e = (d/2ç)6ç/ç, but opposite sign. 
Now consider the combined case where the sample experiences both a 
quasi-uniaxial stress of magnitude T, and a bending stress. In this case, 
the inner surface experiences a combined strain whose magnitude is given 
by = e+d/2;, while the outer surface experiences a stress of magni­
tude = e-d/2ç. As long as the bending remains constant, an increase 
in the force applied to the ends of the sample results in a unform increase 
in strain throughout the sample given by 6e=ôl/l. In this case, the 
stress can be treated as uniaxial and the strain at the inner and outer 
surfaces becomes Gtotgi=e+ôe±d/2G. The GaP data below 4 kbar in Figures 
10 and 11 lie in this regime assuming the bending contribution to the 
strain is negligible, if an increase in the applied force results in an 
increase in the bending, however, the result is a non-uniform stress. The 
inner surface of Figure 19 experiences an increase in strain of magnitude 
6e=(d/2ç)6ç/ç, while the magnitude of the strain at the outer surface 
decreases by an equal amount. The data above 4 kbar in Figures 10 and 
11 exhibit behavior suggesting that the sample is in the bending mode with 
the front surface of the sample corresponding to the inner surface of 
Figure 19. In this mode, increases in the force applied to the sample 
result in decreases in the magnitude of the strain at the Schottky barrier. 
One degree of bending is sufficient to explain the data of Figures 10 
and 11 above 4 kbar. 
The data of Figures 10 and 11 exhibit markedly different behavior 
above and below 4 kbar, suggesting a change in the type of strain 
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experienced by the front surface of the sample. The above discussion . 
is meant to provide a qualitative explanation for the contrasting 
behavior. Quantitative verification of the explanation would require 
either direct monitoring of the strain at the surface with a strain gauge 
or monitoring the radius of curvature of the sample. No such measure­
ments were attempted in this experiment. 
Stress measurements of the GaP critical point were performed 
by Mathieu et al. (50) using a somewhat different method. The data of 
Mathieu et al. for the E^(2) peak show linear behavior up to 7 kbar. 
This further justifies not including the data above 4 kbar. In the 
experiments of Mathieu et al. the Schottky barrier served as both 
sample and detector. In this arrangement, the photo-response of the 
barrier was measured. Since the photo-response depends mainly on the 
creation of free-charge carriers in the depletion layer a change in the 
photo-voltage (V) can be directly related to a change in the absorption 
length (a~^) by AV=CWAa where W is the collection depth and W<a"^. 
The values of the deformation potentials obtained by Mathieu et al. were 
-1.5 eV and -9.9 eV as compared to the values obtained in this experiment 
of -1.53 eV and -9.47 eV, 
As mentioned previously, the intensity of all structures in the 
spectrum decreased as stress was increased in contrast to the predic­
tions of Eqs. 1.35 and 1.3b. This is most likely due to strain-induced 
broadening. The magnitude of the £^(1) peak remains essentially con­
stant under stress rather than increasing as predicted, while the 
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magnitude of the Eq(2) peak decreases under stress as opposed to remain­
ing constant. Systematically, then, the magnitudes of the peaks are in 
agreement with Eqs. 1.35 and 1.36 if broadening is taken into account. 
3. Eg+Ag peak, <001> stress 
The Eq+Aq stress dependence data of Figure 11 exhibit behavior 
similar to the stress dependence data of Figure 10 in that a discon­
tinuity appears at approximately 4 kbar. As explained in the previous 
section, this discontinuity is attributed to a bending of the sample. 
For this reason, data points above 4 kbar are not included in the analysis. 
The assignment of the third and fourth half-oscillations to the 
Eo+Ao critical point was originally made with some reservations. The 
lack of a discontinuity in the unstressed SBER spectrum between the 
and Eg+Ag structures plus the existence of an "extra" peak at 2.95 eV 
points to the possibility that the so-called E^+A^ structure might in­
stead be a series of subsidiary or Franz-Keldysh oscillations from the 
Eg structure. However, based on the data of Thompson et al. (42) and 
on the agreement of the measured value of A^ with the literature the 
assignment was tentatively made. 
This assignment is further supported by the relative heights of the 
parallel and perpendicular polarization spectra. Eqs. 1.35 and 1.36 
predict that the size of the E^+Ag peak should increase for light 
polarized perpendicular to the stress direction and should decrease for 
light polarized parallel to the stress direction. This behavior is the 
opposite of that predicted for the Eg peak. Taking into account the 
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strain-induced broadening the data are in agreement with this prediction. 
The case in favor of the assignment of the structure to the E^+A^ critical 
point rather than subsidiary oscillations is thus based on: 1) the 
agreement of the measured value of the spin orbit splitting with the 
literature, 2) the data of Thompson et al., and 3) the agreement of the 
relative peak heights with Eqs. 1.35 and 1.36. 
The data of Figure 11 demonstrate why the above assignment is 
incorrect. A splitting of the peak into two components is clearly 
visible. The behavior of the structure under stress is similar to that 
of the EQ peak, although the slopes of the linear portions of Figure 11 
agree with the slopes of the linear portions of Figure 10 only to within 
approximately 25%. The E^+A^ transition, however, is between a 
valence band and an s-like conduction band. Neither band is degenerate, 
except for spin degeneracy which is not lifted by stress. Therefore, 
the stress induced splitting seen in Figure 11 clearly rules out the 
Eq+Aq assignment. 
The spectra of Figure 9 demonstrate characteristics of the 
intermediate-field regime (r£|te|) rather than the low-field regime 
(•l1fi<r/3). The structure originally assigned to the E^+A^ critical 
point is seen to contain contributions from both E^ (to explain the 
strain-induced splitting and the "extra" peak) and E^+A^ (to explain 
the relative peak heights as a function of polarization). 
The low-field SBER limit is given by 
f2 
Sytf 
1/3 
< r/3 
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Using the measured value of the broadening parameter (r=45meV) a value 
for the maximum electric field in the low-field regime is found to be 
Fmgj^=145kV/cm. Substituting this value into Eq. 1.11, an upper limit 
for the dopant level can be obtained. This value, Np=2.3xl0^^/em^, cor­
responds to the largest impurity concentration which would allow for a 
low-field SBER spectrum given the biasing conditions used in this 
experiment. The actual impurity concentration of the sample was not 
17 1 known, but is believed to be approximately 4x10 /cm . Due to 
the overlap of the subsidiary oscillations on the E^ + 
peak, an accurate determination of the deformation potentials was 
not possible. 
B. GaAs 
Analysis of the GaAs data is complicated by several factors. First, 
the value of the broadening parameter for the Eg peak is large—on the 
order of 200mV as compared to 50mV for the GaP E^ peak. As a result, 
uncertainty in peak position is increased. In addition, splittings be­
come harder to resolve. 
The origin in it-space of the Eg structure has long been a matter 
of contention in the literature. It was originally assigned to the 
X-point by Phillips (51). The work of Parson and Pillar (52) appears 
to fortify this assignment. Kane (53) however, has suggested that a 
large portion of the Brill ouin zone must contribute. Both SBER (54,55) 
and TER (56) experiments have been performed on Ge which would be 
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expected to have a band structure similar to GaAs. The TER results 
appear to rule out an X critical point. Photo-emission experiments on 
GaAs by Rowe and Christman (57), however, indicate the onset of X-point 
transitions at the Eg structure. 
Finally, Aspnes and Studna (22) studied the SBER spectrum of 
unstressed GaAs at 4.2°K. Their results appear to explain many of 
the conflicting results of earlier workers. The low temperature en­
hanced resolution and five distinct contributions to the Eg peak were 
resolved. The major contribution to the structure was assigned to a 
E critical point, but four other structures in the Eg complex were 
assigned to the X-point quadruplet. These assignments were based on 
the polarization dependence of the SBER spectra. The X-point quadruplet 
structure seen by Aspnes and Studna is not resolved in Figures 12, 14, 
and 16 due to the larger value of the broadening parameter at room 
temperature. 
The situation may, in fact, by even more complicated. Kane (53) 
identified several optical critical points in the (110) plane of Si 
that were not in high symmetry directions. This provided the impetus 
to search for similar critical points in the (110) plane of GaAs. The 
procedure was as follows. 
Energy eigenvalues were calculated for the valence and conduction 
bands using a nonlocal pseudopotential in the Empirical Pseudopotential 
Method (EPM) (38, 58-61). Energy differences between the bands were then 
plotted for a mesh of points on the (110) plane. Critical points and 
their energies could then be identified. Optical matrix elements were 
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also calculated for the critical points. Along I and S the valence band 
has Fg symmetry while the conduction band has symmetry. The pair-band 
symmetry is thus Ug. A knowledge of the magnitudes of the optical 
matrix elements identifies the relative strengths of the a and 3 terms 
in Table 3. 
Several critical points were identified on the FLUX plane which 
could be expected to contribute to the Eg SBER structure. The positions 
of these points are plotted in Figure 20. They can be divided into 3 
groups which are described below. It is interesting to note that no 
critical points were seen along E. 
The first group of critical points arises from the X point quadru­
plet. These critical points are due to transitions from the Xg and Xy 
valence bands to the Xg and Xy conduction bands resulting in four 
critical points in all. The X quadruplet is centered at 4.905 eV, 
approximately 160 mV below the other critical points which may contribute 
to the Eg structure. No matrix elements were calculated for these 
critical points due to the fact that spin-orbit splitting was not 
included in the pseudopotential calculation. 
A second group of critical points occurs at 5.094 eV. These criti­
cal points are general points on the TLUX plane. The approximate 
coordinates of an element of the star are 1< = ^ (1/4,1/4,3/4). The 
a 
calculated optical matrix elements for these critical points result in 
a polarization dependence similar to that of the third set of critical 
points described below. In particular, the 3 contribution in Table 3 
is zero, meaning the pair-band state has predominantly (x-y)//^ symmetry. 
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Figure 20. Position of critical points which may contribute to the Eg 
structure 
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The third group of critical points lies along the S line. The 
energy of these points is 5.065 eV. The polarization dependence is 
identical to the dependence of the second group of critical points, 
i.e., 3 = 0. The intensity of this set of critical points is expected 
to be smaller than that of the second group by a factor of 0.42 according 
to the nonlocal pseudopotential calculations of K. M. Ho (62). 
The stress data of Figures 12-17 show possible unresolved splittings 
for the <111> and <110> stress. No conclusions can be reached, however, 
because the size of the "bumps" in the spectra fall within the limits 
of experimental uncertainty. The <111> data of Figure 13 exhibit a 
discontinuity at 8 kbar. This is believed to be caused by the onset of 
sample-bending similar to that exhibited by the GaP sample. The 
straight-line fits of the <111> stress dependence in Figure 13 can be 
used to obtain values for the deformation potentials once the origin 
in It-space of the critical point is known. However, since no splittings 
are resolved, the critical point(s) cannot be characterized as to its 
(their) it-space origin. 
The major problem in the analysis is lack of resolution. The value 
of the broadening parameter for the room temperature data is approxi­
mately twice as large as the value reported by Aspnes and Studna (22) 
for 4.2°K spectra. The energy separation between the second and third 
sets of critical points is smaller than the broadening parameter even 
at 4.2°K. For this reason—and because the polarization dependence of 
the two groups of critical points is identical—they were not resolved 
by Aspnes and Studna. The predicted strain-induced interband splitting 
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of these 2 sets of critical points as described in Table 3 is identical. 
It is conceivable that these splittings would not be resolved even at 
4.2°K. However, the uncertainty in the band structure calculations 
and/or different deformation potentials for the two sets of critical 
points may enable the splittings to be resolved and the structures to 
be unambiguously identified as to their origin in t space if the uniaxial 
stress measurements were to be repeated at 4.2°K. 
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